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In [4] Zabczyk has proved the following theorem: Let X be a Banach 
space. Let N be a convex increasing continuous function vanishing at 0. Let 
@ be a continuous linear operator acting in X. If for each x E X, there is 
E(X) such that 
then the spectral radius of the operator @ is less than 1, i.e., 
lim sup Jm < 1. 
It - T 
(2) 
Zabczyk [4] also observed that this result can be extended on a con- 
tinuous case in the following way. Let S(t) be a semigroup of continuous 
linear operator of the class (C,). If for each x E X, there is CL(X) such that 
s I N(cc(x) IIS(r)xll )dz < +x’ 0 (3) 
then there are fi > 0 and M > 0 such that 
Ils(t)ll d Me-Of. (4) 
The semigroup satisfying (3) we shall call N-equistable. 
In this paper we shall extend results of Zabczyk [4] in two directions. 
First, we shall not consider one fixed operator (or semigroups of operator) 
but a family of bounded operator (resp. uniformly bounded evolution 
operator). Second, we shall not assume the convexity of N. Obtained 
results also contain, as a special case, results of Daleckii and Krein [ 1 ] 
obtained for nonstationary systems for N(U) = up. 
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Let T be either the set of all nonnegative reals or the set of all non- 
negative integers. By an evolution operator we mean the family of linear 
continuous operators { U(t, s)}, s,t~T,O<s<t< +~l acting in X such 
that 
U(f, t)=I, (5i) 
ut, s) us, r) = U(4 r), r,s,tET,O,<r<s<t< +,x, (5ii) 
U(t, s)x is continuous with respect to I for all 
sET,s>OandxuE. (Siii )
Of course if T is the set of all nonnegative integers condition (5iii) is 
automatically satisfied. Moreover, we shall assume in the whole paper that 
U(t, S) is uniformly bounded 
sup IIU(t, s)ll = K, < +x8. (5iv) 
O<t-J<I 
Of course if T is a set of nonnegative integers U(l, S) is uniformly bounded 
if and only if the sequence of operators A, = U(n + 1, n) is bounded. 
We say that an evolution operator U( t, S) is uniformly exponentially 
equistable if there are M > 0, p > 0 such that 
IIU(~,S)/I~<~~~“-~‘, O<s<r< +m (6) 
Let N(a, U) be a function of two variables N(a, U) defined for a > 0, u 3 0 
such that for fixed a is nondecreasing, N(a, 0) = 0, N(a, U) > 0 for u > 0 and 
for fixed u it is nondecreasing in a. We say that an evolution operator 
U(t, S) is uniformly N-equistable if for each x E X, there is a(x) such that 
s 
oc 
sup N(a(x), II U(t, s)xj~ ) dt < + cc. (3’) 
s J 
In the paper we shall show that uniform N-equistability implies the 
uniform exponential equistability. 
The fundamental role, in our consideration, is played by Lemma 1 
proved by Daleckii and Krein [ 11. 
LEMMA 1. If an evolution operator is not exponentially equistable, then 
for all w > 0 and q < 1, there are t E T and x E X such that 
II wt + t, tbll > 4 II-VII for all 5 E T, 0 < t < u’. (7) 
In fact Daleckii and Krein Cl] have proved the Lemma 1 for T being 
nonnegative reals and U( t, s) represented in the form U( t, s) = V(t) VP l(s), 
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where V(t) is a family of invertible operators, however Lemma 1 is valid 
without this hypothesis, too. 
THEOREM 1. Let N(u) he a nondecreasing continuous function such that 
N(u)=O, N(u)>0 for u>O. Let X be a Banach space. Let (U(t,s)) be a 
uniformly bounded evolution operator. 
I” the evolution operator i U( t, s)) is FlOt uniformly exponential/v 
equistable then the set X0 ?f those x that 
sup s 
* N(I\U(t,s)-ull)dt= +x8 
\ .x 
(8) 
is dense in the space X. 
Proof. Let x0 be an arbitrary element of X. Let 6, be an arbitrary 
positive number. If 
s % sup N(l/U(t,~~x~II)dt= +1x, (9) J s 
then x0 E X0. Suppose that (9) does not hold. We write 
M,=sup~C N(llWr, sLu,ll 1d. (10) 
\ 3 
The definition of M, implies that for all s the Lebesgue measure of the 
set 
{l ‘: I/U(t,s)x,ll >I) MO is less than - 
N(E)’ 
lit: IlU(?,S).Y,/l x++. 
(11) 
We take now any q < 1. By continuity of N we can find a number E such 
that 
N( q6, - E) 2 iN(q6,). (12) 
Take now any M’~ 
MO 1 ii’, >-+2’---. 
N(E) N(q4,) 
(13) 
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By Lemma 1 there is an element x E X II.YII = b0 and t, E T such that 
IlWf, +r, [,I-yll 2460 for 0 < 5 6 M’, (14) 
We put .x1 =x0+x. Since 
IlU(t, +r, t)x,II 2 IIU(t, + r. t)xll - IlUr, +t. t).Q, (15) 
by (12) and (13) we obtain that the set of those T, 0 6 r 6 IV, for which 
has measure greater than 
MO 1 CI’, -->2’-. 
N&j N$o) 
By (12) and (17) we obtain that 
1 
N(llU(t, +T, f,)X,ll)dT>22’-- i N(q&,) = 2. 
N(qJo) 2 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
Hence we can find an element x, such that 
II-Y, - .xoll G 60 (19) 
and a number t L, \v,, such that 
s 
WI 
N(IIU(t,+T,t,)x/I)dr>2. 
0 
Now we shall construct by induction a sequence of elements x0, I, 
(20) 
.., x,,..., 
sequences of numbers t,, t, ,..., t , ..., E T, M’, ,..., HI,,,... E T, sequ&e of 
positive reals 6,, 6, ,..., 6 ,..., such that 
I x” N( 11 U( t, + z, ti)x,J ) dr > 2’. 0 (23) 
The first element x, was constructed above. Suppose that we have con- 
structed x0,x ,,..., x , 6, ,..., 6 -,, t ,,..., t , II’ ,,..., u’, such that (21), (22), 
and (23) holds. By continuity of N and the uniform boundness of the 
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evolution operator we can find 6, such that for all XE X such that 
/Ix-x,1/ 6 6,, we have 
s 
w, 
N(I/ U(ti + t, ti)?T(I ) dT > 2'7 i = 1, 2 ,..., n. (24) 
0 
Without loss of generality we may assume that 
6,6$6,,-,. (21) 
Now we have two possibilities, either 
s 
cc 
sup N(IICI(t+t,r)x,,ll)d~= sm. 
I 0 
Then trivially we can find t, + , , ~9, + , such that (23) holds for x, + , = x,, 
and i = 1, 2 ,..., n + 1, or 
sup I’ 
x N(I)U(t+r, t)x,J)dz=M,< +a. 
, 0 
In this second case we are repeating construction given for x, . Namely, we 
take arbitrary q, 0 < q < 1 and we take E < 0 such that 
N(qS, - E) > gv(q6,). (25) 
The choice of such an E follows from continuity of N. Let IV, + , be an 
arbitrary positive number such that 
M 1 
1%’ n+2 >-2_+2 - 
‘+’ N(E) NqS,)’ 
(26) 
By Lemma 1 there are an element x, (1x1/ = 6, and the number t,+ , such 
that 
(27) 
for all z, 0 < 5 < )t’,+ i. Put x,, + , = ?I, +x. Of course IJx,, , - x,II = 6,. 
Moreover by the choice of 6,, 
s 
w” N( 11 U(ti + TT fi)X,+ 111) ds > 2’9 i = 1, 2 ,..., n. (28) 
0 
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We shall show that (28) holds also for i= IZ + 1. Indeed, by the definition of 
M, for all t 
l{TaAM’n+I 1: (Iu(f+T, t)X,,ll =‘)I <G, (29) 
where (El denote the Lebesgue measure of the set E. 
11 U(t,z+ I +T, fn+ ~b,,+ 111 3 IIU(fn+ I + T. t,,+ I )-d 
- IIu(f,l+, +T, t,,+,b,,II (30) 
Hence by (26) the set of those T E [0, IV,, + ,] that II U( t,, + , + T, t,,, II b 
q6, - E has measure greater than 
M 1 
M -“>2 II + 1 
IIf’ N(E) No’ 
Thus by (25) 
>2 nt2 
I 1 
-.-N(q6,,)=2”. 
Nqd,) 2 
(31) 
Now take X = lim, x,. This limit exists by (21) and (22) 
1l.U - x011 6 f 6, < 26,. (32) 
,=O 
Moreover, by passing to the limit in (23) we get that there are sequences 
{t,} and {MI,) such that 
I 
II’, 
N( 11 u(t, + T, t,,)d ) ds 2 2”, n = 1, 2,...  (33) 
0 
This implies that 
sup s ‘x N()IU(t,.s).fll)dr= +m J 1 
(34) 
and ,foX,. The arbitrarity of 6, implies the density of X0. 1 
As a consequence of the Baire category method and Theorem 1 we 
obtain 
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THEOREM 2. Let N(a, u) be ulimction qf’ two variables dcIfined.for s( > 0, 
u 2 0, such that for all fixed in N( 2, u ) is a continuous nondecreasing junction 
such that N(a, 0) = 0 and N(cr, u) > 0 for u > 0, jar all fised 14. N(r, u) in 
nondecreasing with respect to a. Let X he a Banach space and let .( U( t, s) 1- 
be a uniformly bounded evolution operator in X. [f’,for each s E X, there is 
a(x) such that 
XI: 
SUP N(a(.u), II U(t, s)-ull )dt < +‘x (35) 
s 
then the evolution operator { U( t, s) 1 is unrformly exponentially- equistable. 
Proof By continuity of N and U(t, s) we have that for all s, W, a, A4 the 
sets 
i 1 
3 + ,I’ 
9: N(a, 11 U( t, s)sll )dt 6 M 
J I 
are closed. Thus the sets 
Er.M = fi f) L.r..w = {. u:sup [I N(cc lIL’(t,s).~ll dt),<M ~ 
s>o W>O \ \ 
are also closed. By our assumptions 
X= u u Lt. 
r>O M>O 
Observe that 
(36) 
E z.~ = Em~..w for ~>a’, M<M’ (37) 
Thus by using the Baire category method by (36) and (37) we obtain that 
there are x0, M0 such that Eoro,MO contains an open set. Thus by Theorem 1 
the evolution operator { V( t, s) } is uniformly exponentially equistable. 
Indeed, if { U( t, s)} would be not uniformly exponentially equistable, then 
the set X0 of those x that 
sup i JI N(aO, IIU(t,s)xll)dt= +a (38) 5 
is dense in X and it is impossible, since EYI,MO contains an open set. i 
Taking as N(cr, U) a function N(W), where N is a convex function we 
obtain by Theorem 2 the results of Zabczyk [4]. 
Taking 
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we obtain the results concerning lp’-” stability obtained by Przyluski and 
Rolewicz [2, 31. 
Taking N(cr, u) independent of Q and equal to up we obtain for p 2 1 the 
results of Daleckii and Krein [ 11. 
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